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Vocabulary 2: Text related words

One noticeable feature of Zhuang Xiao Qiao’s English is that she uses very few, if any,  
typical English expressions. 
       Fill in the right words in the following sentences. Choose one or more word from the box. 
The missing words are part of common expressions (aka phrasal verbs). At the end of the 
sentences, complete what they mean.

ExamplE: He finds it hard to get his ideas across .  
(get something across = communicate something clearly)

in  •  up  •  out  •  down  •  on  •  against  •  at 

1 Xiao Qiao would have backed  of going to London if she could.

  (  = find a reason for not doing something)

2 But she was  her parents expectations.  (2 words)

  (  = confronted with a difficulty)

3 Her teacher kept trying to draw her  .

  (  = encourage someone to be less shy)

4 Xiao Qiao knew she didn’t fit  at the school.

  (  = mix well, harmonise with others)

5 She often didn’t get what people were driving  .

  (  = mean, intend to say)

6 It was starting to get her  .

  (  = discourage/depress someone)

7 Why did Mrs Margaret keep  her?  (2 words)

  (  = criticise, pester someone)

8 And the students went  how rude she was.  (2 words) 

  (  = keep mentioning)

9 She needed someone to fill her  on appropriate behaviour in Britain.

  (  = (give someone useful information)

10 Sometimes you have to spell things  for people.

  (  = explain fully and clearly)

11 Her lonely situation in London was eating her  .

  (  = make someone anxious/nervous)

12 Apart from anything else she was dying  Chinese food.

  (  = long for)




